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Girl discovers she has 47 half-siblings from
sperm donor father - and gathers many for a
'family reunion' after they found each other
online
Olivia Adams and parents held reunion in Indianapolis-area home
Unknown father potentially has 48 children after donating 19 years ago
Six half-siblings now meet regularly as they grow up in different cities
As sperm donation has become more visible, website has emerged that
helps children, donors and siblings find each other
One man found out that he had fathered at least 75 children
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The far-flung children of a man who donated sperm nearly two decades years ago are forming their
own sort of community despite not knowing their biological father.
Six of a potential 48 siblings recently gathered at one child's house outside Indianapolis for their
third reunion, where the brothers and sisters carved pumpkins and played baseball.
Though the father is unknown, his sperm resulted in 47 pregnancies and at least two sets of twins,
meaning that Adams and other attendees possibly have four dozen half-siblings.

+6
The half-siblings who share a sperm donor father gathered at one child's house to get to know each other
better. The unknown donor is thought to have 48 children including (from left, in 2013) Kel Shanley, Jack
Wildman, Kinsey Presley-Hornung, Olivia Adams

+ More Videos

Olivia Adams (left) lives outside of Indianapolis and Kinsey Presley-Hornung, 18 (right), lives in Bloomington,
but shared the same sperm donor father

The Donor Sibling Registry, founded in 2000, has connected thousands of sperm donor parents
with children after they turn 18.
Though exact numbers of children born via sperm donation are hard to pin down, the practice has
increased in frequency and visibility in the past couple decades, along with more lesbian couples
wanting to have children.
Donors can remain anonymous if they choose, but website such as DSR have eventually let
biological fathers know of possible dozens of kids.
Ben Seisler told Boston.com in 2011 that he learned 75 children after posting his donor number
online, but that more babies were still being born with his sperm.
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Participants often describe meeting their fathers or siblings as awkward at first, but the Registry
regularly posts success stories of relatives becoming friends.
Lori Adams, who had her daughter Olivia, 16, with Patti Case, told Daily Mail Online that her family
first became interested in finding siblings in early 2011, and was able to find a group based on their
donor within ten minutes.
She said that she knew limited information about the Indiana student before picking him as a donor,
but has since learned more about his interests in addition to his genetic makeup.
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+6
The appearance of the Donor Sibling Registry website has led many half-siblings to find each other, or their
biological fathers. Above, three half-brothers at the Indianpolis reunion.
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Olivia Adams said that she and her siblings have more in common than just their father's DNA. Above, the
children roast smores during the reunion
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Lori Adams said that meeting her siblings has helped her daughter have interesting conversations about what
being a family means

Most of the families that used the same donors' sperm live in the Indiana area, though others live as
far-flung as Texas.
Adams said that a pair of twins in rural Nebraska had posted an image online saying that they loved
their mother along with the donor number of their father.
Olivia was able to find her siblings hundreds of miles away after she Googled the same number and
found the picture.
Her mother said that while the process of sperm donation does not receive a lot of attention, 'It's
everywhere'.
The siblings are happy with their families, but are still interested in their biological roots.
Kinsey Presley-Hornung, 18, who lives in Bloomington, Indiana, can now look for her father officially
since she was become an adult, but has had trouble tracking him down or finding records from
years ago.
Meanwhile the siblings are getting to know each other in their occasional meetings.
'We have a lot more in common than this guy who donated sperm 19 years ago, so I think that
exploring those connections is more important to us,' Olivia told NBC.
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Other siblings and mothers have found each other and organized reunions. Above, a group of six mothers
who used the same sperm donor and their children visit Niagara Falls
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Kinsey Presley-Hornung, 18, said that she does not need to know her father, but her half-sibling Olivia Adams
said that she wants to know what he is like. Above, a doctor handles a tube of fertilization sperm
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'I don't miss having a father, because I never really needed one. He's kind of like a relative who died
way before you were born. You know you're related to them, but there's nothing to really miss,'
Presley-Hornung said.
Adams said that the process of meeting her siblings has helped Olivia ask questions and learn
about what makes a family, both biologically and otherwise.
The increasing ease of finding people online has led to other reunions, including six mothers who
conceived from one donor meeting for a weekend in Niagara Falls.
Kenyea Jones, 44, the single mother of 20-month-old Presley told Click On Detroit that she and
the other mothers are 'almost like a sisterhood, like we're in a sorority, a special club, a special
mom's club, the donor club'.
Jones says that her son and the other children are 'diblings', for donor siblings.
Despite concerns about accidental incest, there is limited regulation into births from sperm
donation.
Other countries restrict the number of children that stem from one donor's sperm, though the US
only has medical community guidelines rather than hard and fast rules.
Parents of the half-siblings who gathered at Olivia Adams's house say that they would like more
information about sperm donors' medical histories to have knowledge of possible genetic illnesses.
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Darling070, Las Vegas, United States, about 2 hours ago

A movie* not smoke. Weird autocorrect.

GreatIdeas, Indianapolis, United States, about 3 hours ago

At what point did the parental influence of a father become obsolete? It's irresponsible to not
give your child the benefits of both masculine and feminine influence and direction. Especially
since the single mothers more likely had father's in their lives
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Corrina, Chatham, United States, 2 minutes ago

Who says these children did not have any male influences?

Michele Verret-Ayala, Anytown, United States, about 3 hours ago

Limited? How about BANNED!!! Just wrong.
New Comment

Reply

common cause, austin texas, United States, about 3 hours ago

It's just morally repugnant for a man to father so many children. Only a sociopath would think so
highly of himself. We need limits and restrictions on IVF now!
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Michele Verret-Ayala, Anytown, United States, about 3 hours ago

Limits? How about banned!
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userpete86, IrvineCA, United States, 43 minutes ago

I have a hard time actually figuring out how you blame just the man for 48 children
being fathered.
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Michele, St._Louis_USA, about 4 hours ago

What happens when all these half siblings start having babies together because they don't
realize they are related?
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GreatIdeas, Indianapolis, United States, about 4 hours ago

They have babies with 6 fingers and toes!
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direwire, Where tinsel is king, about 2 hours ago

They'll be ahead of their peers at pre-school; they'll be able to count to twelve .
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enormuss, Seattle, United States, about 4 hours ago

It's too bad he couldn't have had all that sex. Instead he only got to shoot in a cup once!!
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christyrose, Orange CA, United States, about 4 hours ago

I bet when those broke college student kids donated decades ago, they didn't realize they would
father dozens of kids. I bet they also didn't realize they would still be fathering kids years later.
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Accordster, Baltimore, United States, about 3 hours ago

After they find out, however, I'm sure they're chuckling. Why would they regret fathering
a small army? It's the male fantasy, after all.
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Lee Evans Dad, London, United Kingdom, about 5 hours ago

Only in America most men just put it in a tissue then bin it.
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Don't hate the player.
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figure and decolletage
in a skimpy vest top
while in New York
She had good genes from
mom Demi Moore
'It's better that way':
Daniel Craig says he
keeps Bond's lines
simple... and is scared
of playing Iago in offBroadway production of
Shakespeare's Othello
Over it! Bond stars
Daniel Craig, Monica
Bellucci and Christoph
Waltz can barely raise a
smile on promo tour
Promoting the new James
Bond movie
Ariana Grande looks
immaculate in chic
white sweater dress at
handbag launch... as
she recovers from THAT
fake tan fail
With her brother Frankie
Finding Her Majesty's
hero: Queen opens up
for first time about her
family's search for
missing body of her
uncle who died in WWI
battlefield aged 26
Scarlet-lipped Toni
Garrn displays her lithe
model figure as she
rocks a slinky red dress
for Berlin's GQ Men of
the Year Awards
Calvin Klein model
'I got arrested, I got
put in jail': Khloe

Kardashian does Q&A
session revealing at 15
she stole mom Kris's
car... and doesn't want
Trump to be President

Kris Jenner spends
60th birthday at five-star
hotel with Kylie... and
says she 'burst into
tears' after getting a
card with North and
Penelope's handprints
Kiss me quick mom!
Ellen Pompeo takes her
daughter Stella, six, out
for a stroll and stops to
give her a motherly hug
on the sidewalk
Bonded with daughter
Kourtney Kardashian
shows off another racy
look in thigh-high boots
before wishing the
'baddest momager' Kris
a happy 60th birthday
Her mom is her agent
No Daisy Dukes for
her! Gwyneth Paltrow,
43, hides her toned legs
in loose culottes during
a salon day in Beverly
Hills
She had a salon
appointment
'We're hoping for a
boy': Pregnant Jaime
Winstone says she
wants a son and reveals
her dad Ray 'can't wait'
to be a grandfather
Expecting first child
She means business!
Cheryl FernandezVersini swamps her slim
frame in a grungy
beaded biker jacket as
she arrives at UK X
Factor rehearsals
Girl gone Gothic:
Jemima Kirke reveals a
glimpse of cleavage in
plunging black dress as
she attends charity ball
in New York
Center of attention
Teen Jenny! McCarthy
shares a throwback
picture where she had
long, curly hair as a
high school cheerleader
in the 1980s
Former View co-host
'I'd call him First
Dude!': Hillary Clinton
tells Jimmy Kimmel
what she'd call Bill if
she made president and she'll watch
Trump's SNL
appearance
Jennifer Lawrence
leads The Hunger
Games cast in
recreating the famous
Oscars selfie as they
get playful at final
London premiere
Blonde bombshell
Cara Santana displays
some cleavage in a
semi-sheer dress as
shows off newly-dyed
locks at SAG event
Stunned in Beverly Hills
What about me?

Ridley Scott looks
perturbed as pal Salma
Hayek goes in for warm
hug with Russell Crowe
during director's Walk
Of Fame ceremony

'We were concerned':
Joan Collins reveals she
worried about her
'cavalier' party-loving
goddaughter Cara
Delevingne as she
became a star
Girl on fire! Alicia Keys
flashes her bra in a sexy
black outfit as she
cuddles up to husband
Swizz Beatz at charity
gala
Ball in New York City
Coldplay announce
seventh album A Head
Full of Dreams featuring
guest appearances from
Beyonce and Noel
Gallagher
All-star cast announced
What a Goodfella!
Billionaire James
Packer holds hands
with new business
partner Robert De Niro
as he escorts him out of
their Nobu restaurant
'Say hello to my little
friend': Machine gun
used by Al Pacino in
iconic film Scarface will
be auctioned and
expected to fetch $30k
Auction in Los Angeles
'Scarface' estate where
Tony Montana got
blown to bits (and
where Winston
Churchill and Albert
Einstein also stayed)
sells for $12 million in
Santa Barbara
Sheer-ly not? January
Jones looks angelic in a
white tassel dress and
daring see-through
trousers at video game
launch
Mad Men star stunned
Doughnut try this at
home! Courtney
Stodden poses naked
with nothing but some
sweet treats to hide her
modesty in racy
Instagram snap
It's all about me! Kyle
Richards dons a poncho
to do some solo
shopping after shock
RHOBH trailer reveals
tensions are running
high among the cast
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
He's her man: Sandra
Bullock holds tightly to
Bryan Randall as he
takes the lead on
morning coffee run
Oscar winning actress
Alexa Chung cuts a
demure figure in chic
floral gown as she and
British pal Nick
Grimshaw are overcome
with giggles at her 32nd
birthday bash
Rita Ora refuses to
sacrifice comfort for

style as she sports edgy
Adidas tracksuit to
mentor girls at The UK X
Factor rehearsals
Singer was in London

Is she trying out for
the Blade Runner
remake? Lady Gaga
steps out in futuristiclooking silver and
bronze outfit with odd
curl atop her head
Singer was in NYC
'I lied my face off!'
Drew Barrymore
describes the first time
she met Steven
Spielberg as a
six-year-old girl
Starred in sci-fi hit E.T.
'I'm laughing
hysterically': Amy
Duggar reveals she
loved Brad Paisley's
cheating joke about
disgraced cousin Josh
at CMAs
Charming all the
ladies! Brody Jenner
cuddles up to engaged
E! reporter Ksenija
Lukich at Oaks Day
The Hills star is Down
Under in Australia
Would YOU sleep in
your make-up? As Kim
Kardashian admits
going to bed in hers,
three women commit
cardinal skin sin - and
results are shocking
No wonder she's
smiling! Mandy Moore is
rocker chic as she
shops with rumored
boyfriend Taylor
Goldsmith
The Dawes singer
No rain on her parade!
Selena Gomez covers
up her striped dress
with a green trench coat
while arriving at Beverly
Hills hotel
Donned a drab trench
'He is doing better
slowly but surely':
Lamar Odom 'is walking
with assistance and
may be moved to a
rehab center next week'
Overdose recovery
Gavin Rossdale is on
daddy duty as it is
revealed ex Gwen
Stefani and new man
Blake Shelton have
made sweet country
music together
Daniel Craig attempts
to rent a car from
Stephen Colbert in
hilarious Spectre spoof
on The Late Show
The 47-year-old is
promoting 007 film
Isla Fisher teams a
stylish biker jacket with
her gym gear as she
grabs a coffee in
Hollywood
The actress enjoyed
some down time
Gold fever! Rose
McGowan proves she

has the Midas touch
when it comes to
fashion footwear,
donning blingy
sneakers in New York

Jennifer Lawrence
flaunts sideboob in a
risqué patterned dress
as she leads the
glamour at The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay part 2 UK premiere
ABS-olutely amazing!
Transformation of
overweight woman who
once spent $8,000 trying
to find an outfit to flatter
her body - before finally
pushing herself to get fit
Gina Gershon keeps it
quirky in a polka dot
scarf and fedora as she
embraces former
co-star Helen Mirren at
Spectre screening
Stars hugged it out
Desperate Yolanda
Foster pens her will and
reveals she even
removed TEETH in bid
to recover... but RHOBH
co-stars speculate she's
not even sick
Caitlyn Jenner 'will
attend Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show' to
support daughter
Kendall's first walk for
lingerie brand
There for her kids
Alice Eve shows off
her stunning figure in a
gold gown with
thigh-high split as she
attends star-studded
Nobu 10th anniversary
bash
Star Trek actress
New RHOBH star
introduces herself by
getting completely
naked - but Lisa Rinna
waxes her butt crack to
ensure she's not
overshadowed
'It is my imperfect
body... as skinny or
gross as people may
think it is': Instagram
model defends 'slender
frame' - and says she
will block critics

DON'T MISS
I was estranged from
Jackie, says Joan:
Grieving actress opens
up about complicated
relationship with young
sister after she died
from breast cancer
SPOILER ALERT!
Stars of Scream Queens
spotted filming scene in
orange prison jumpsuits
and shackles
Will some murders be
solved soon?
REVEALED: The $50m
LA party house that has
been home to Justin
Bieber, Mark Zuckerberg
and countless porn
shoots - angering many
of its neighbors
A modern day Thelma
and Louise! Anna
Kendrick and Zosia
Mamet get behind the
wheel as they flaunt
their festive fashions in
Kate Spade campaign
The baby is here!
Justified star Natalie
Zea and husband Travis
Schuldt welcome a
daughter... and they
give her a unique name
It's their first child
It's just dropping off!
James Packer shows off
his MUCH slimmer
figure as he steps out
without girlfriend Mariah
Carey
He's dating the singer
Newlywed Cameron
Diaz lists her
bachelorette New York
City apartment for
$4.25million
Nearly a year after
marrying Benji Madden
Merry Christmas!
Oprah Winfrey to layoff
her remaining
employees in Chicago
beginning next month
as the operation
relocates to California
She's no Angel! Cody
Simpson's rumored new
squeeze Sahara Ray
dons pair of white wings
after his ex Gigi Hadid is
announced as Victoria's
Secret model
Miranda Lambert
'doesn't care Blake
Shelton is dating Gwen
Stefani' as her stylist
reveals pink hair was
inspired by trip to Taylor
Swift concert
'I'm not ashamed to
say we go to therapy':
Kristin Cavallari opens
up about her marriage
to Jay Cutler as she
poses for pregnancy
magazine ahead of third
baby
'She asked me to sing
her to sleep': Kylie
Jenner's best friend Pia
Mia reveals how the pair
bonded at their first
sleepover
Slumber party!

Surely this confirms it!
Tatum O'Neal shares
snap with Rosie
O'Donnell as she is
'proud to have her in my
corner'... amid talks that
romance is back on
The fright of the
bumble bee: Camilla
gets a shock when
insect lands on Prince
Charles' leg during visit
to eco-sanctuary
Royals in New Zealand
My tears at closing the
doors on Downton... by
the woman who knows
ALL the hit show's
backstage secrets
Executive producer
shares all
He really has been
chopped! New Game Of
Thrones book reveals
Stannis Baratheon WAS
killed off at end of last
season
No shock reprieve
'I'm doing okay, I really
am': Halle Berry breaks
her silence after shock
split from husband of
two years, Olivier
Martinez
Have one son together
Victoria's Secret vets
Adriana, Candice and
Alessandra lead list of
44 models set to star in
the 2015 Fashion Show,
alongside Gigi Hadid
and Kendall Jenner
Who's the mystery
guest? It's Ed, actually.
RomCom king Richard
Curtis invites singer
Sheeran to join in his
son's 14th birthday
party celebrations
The Force is with him!
Star Wars fan dying of
rare cancer gains final
wish as Disney provides
early screening of sci-fi
saga
He is terminally ill
Sir Cliff Richard is
re-interviewed by police
over historic sex claims
The British singer met
with officers in the UK
voluntarily this week over
the claims
Fashion blogger hits
out at videos which
chart 'stereotypical
female beauty' through
the ages by
documenting the 'real'
role of women in
history
Mass killings, humaneating monsters and
even a public
execution... but Hunger
Games is STILL only
rated PG13
Jennifer Lawrence stars
Little Mix's Jade
Thirlwall shows off her
legs in tiny playsuit as
Little Mix dress up for
jam-packed day in New
York City
British girl band star
Easy does it, Kim!
Pregnant Kardashian

almost spills out of her
bodycon maxi dress as
she is forced to bend
over while adjusting
clinging skirt

Will Liz Hurley and
Shane Warne's flirty
tweets rekindle le
romance?
Split in 2013 after a five
year romance but have
been tweeting
Prince Harry will
become a full-time royal
when he does the
honors on
Remembrance Sunday
In his own right instead of
representing his father
Prince Charles finally
gets to meet the newly
crowned world
champion All Blacks as
he continues his tour
around New Zealand
During the victory parade
Hot mama! Fergie
shows off fantastic legs
as she rocks Daisy
Dukes and leather
jacket during outing
with son Axl
Working on solo album
FKA twigs comes over
all camera-shy as she
steps out with fiancé
Robert Pattinson... after
very racy MOBOs
performance
London date night
Kelly Brook flaunts her
extremely shapely
derrière in skin-tight
jeans along with a flirty
fuchsia sweater as she
greets fans at trainer
launch
Ellie Goulding's
blonde, ambitious and
just a bit bland: ADRIAN
THRILLS reviews the
singer's new album
Delirium sees her larklike voice center-stage
Cheeky display! Kesha
flashes some underbum
in a pair of very short
denim cut-offs as she
heads to lunch
The 28-year-old is still in
her summer wardrobe
Full speed ahead!
Jude Law takes a spin
in a classic car as he
returns for Johnnie
Walker Blue Label's
short film The
Gentleman's Wager II
Bringing music to life:
American Sign
Language interpreter
performs breathtaking
rendition of Adele's
Hello
Created a black and white
video
Spinning himself back
into shape? Russell
Crowe works up a sweat
as he cycles through
the streets of LA
wearing helmet and
dark sunglasses
Saucy maids plot to
kill Downton's Lady

Edith on the West End
stage
Breakout star of TV's
Orange Is The New Black
Uzo Aduba makes
London theater debut

Makeup-free Liv Tyler
stays warm in an
all-denim jumpsuit as
she heads out to run
errands in NYC
The 38 year old was
leaving her NYC home
'I don't want my kids to
worry about me':
Angelina Jolie keeps life
normal by being 'dorky
mom and dad' with Brad
Pitt after health scares
Had preventative surgery
Not letting the past get
to her! Gigi Hadid
laughs it up with pal in
NYC the same day she's
seen with ex Joe Jonas
in RHOBH teaser
Gigi and Joe have split
'I'm single': Selena
Gomez reveals she still
hasn't found the one
and asks radio hosts to
find her 'an Australian'...
as ex Justin Bieber
admits he isn't over
their split
Miley Cyrus shares
ANOTHER topless selfie
as she cuddles her new
adopted dog Milky in
bed
The singer posted a
cartoon rainbow over her
exposed chest
'She's fierce yet
loving': Mark
Zuckerberg gushes
about pregnant wife
Priscilla Chan as he
shares touching portrait
of the couple by Annie
Leibovitz
Out with the old! Vicki
Gunvalson guts kitchen
for her new renovation
project days after
admitting she thinks
ex-boyfriend Brooks
Ayers is faking cancer
The Daily Show host
Trevor Noah heads back
to work just a day after
he underwent
emergency
appendectomy surgery
Had a rapid recovery
Emily Blunt cuts a
dowdy figure as she
gets to work on set of
The Girl On The Train
for the first time... but
the novel's London
location is swapped for
New York
Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off her figure in a
sexy throwback snap
after being named one
of the models
headlining the Victoria's
Secret Fashion Show
JFK's crutches, school
desk and more featured
in 'Young Jack'
exhibition celebrating
Kennedy's early life at
Kennedy library
Never seen before items

The odds are in her
favor! Julianne Moore
puts on a leggy display
in a white tiered dress at
The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 2
premiere
The Hunger Games'
Sam Claflin reveals he's
expecting his first child
as he coos over
pregnant wife Laura
Haddock at Mockingjay
- Part 2 premiere
Natalie Dormer is
elegant in a floorsweeping monochrome
gown as she hits
London premiere of The
Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 2
'Your speech made me
a feminist': Nobel Peace
Prize winner Malala
Yousafzai praises Emma
Watson's iconic UN
equality talk during
interview with the star
Quentin Tarantino
releases new violent
trailer for Hateful Eight
amid growing calls by
police unions to boycott
film after his
'murderous cops' rant at
protest
Rock chick Rita Ora
flashes her bra in a net
top as she leads a quad
bike convoy in new
Coming Home music
video
Her career is soaring
'We're having a boy':
Pregnant Real
Housewives of Atlanta
star Kandi Burruss
reveals gender of baby
on radio show
Expecting third child
Licensed to thrill!
Bond girl Lea Seydoux
smoulders in red as she
joins her Spectre
co-star Daniel Craig in
New York
On the 007 promo trail
'This is my Baywatch
suit!' Mother-of-two
Alyssa Milano looks red
hot in her sexy
swimwear as she shares
more snaps from beach
vacation
Khloe Kardashian's
new talk show has a
debut date... but will it
fare better than Kris
Jenner's failed attempt
at daytime TV?
New project for the star
The moment Serena
Williams leapt from her
date with Reddit
founder and sprinted
out of crowded
restaurant to catch thief
who stole her cell phone
Kendall Jenner's
runway evolution: From
modeling puffy prom
dresses at age 14 to
closing Karl Lagerfeld's
show... and now she's a
Victoria's Secret model
Secret skill! Christie
Brinkley reveals her

'talented lips' on the
Tonight Show With
Jimmy Fallon
The 61-year-old has a
silly party trick

Joe Jonas puts on
emotional performance
at band's gig as he is
seen for the first time
since Gigi Hadid split
The 26-year-old is dealing
with a breakup
Halle Berry's ex
husband Dave Justice
thanks actress for
'squashing rumors' that
he was physically
abusive to her during
their marriage
She's one athletic
angel! Miranda Kerr
shows off her incredibly
toned stomach in a crop
top as she leaves gym
Former Victoria's Secret
Angel is a health guru
Queen Letizia joins the
braidy bunch! Spanish
royal wears a quirky
plait as she joins King
Felipe at awards
ceremony in Malaga
Stylish Queen of Spain
'The worst time ever to
get flu': Candice
Swanepoel shares a
selfie with an oxygen
mask on as she battles
illness DAYS before
Victoria's Secret show
Parents just don't
understand! Will Smith
compares having
teenagers to having an
'affliction'... and
confirms new tour with
DJ Jazzy Jeff
Amy Winehouse biopic
in the works... as
Prometheus star Noomi
Rapace is in talks to
star as late singer
Passed away at 27 due to
alcohol poisoning
Ultimate throwback
Thursday! Youthful
Elizabeth Hurley gazes
intently into former
flame Hugh Grant's
eyes in 23-year-old snap
from 1992
'It put me in a different
place': Gwen Stefani
says stress of divorce
from Gavin Rossdale
and birth of her third
son Apollo unlocked a
flow of intense
song-writing
Bethenny Frankel
looks fierce at 45 as the
SkinnyGirl founder
marks her birthday by
celebrating with fellow
RHONY cast
Marked the milestone
Gwen Stefani and
Gavin Rossdale put
their lavish family home
up for sale... as the
Voice coach confirms
new romance with
co-star Blake Shelton
Bindi Irwin must
'prove her father Steve

is dead before she can
claim $230,000 pay from
Dancing With The Stars,
says judge'
Steve was killed in 2006

'I'm struggling': Justin
Bieber admits fame
almost destroyed him
as he reveals he has
trust issues and feels
constantly judged
Life is not how it appears
'I needed a bright spot
this year': Miranda
Lambert is emotional as
she accepts CMA award
after it's confirmed ex
Blake Shelton is dating
Gwen Stefani
'I don't like to have a
man': Raquel Welch, 75,
speaks about her four
failed marriages, why
she's never stripped off
and the sexy fur bikini
that made her a star
'I made myself strong':
Bond girl Lea Seydoux
admits struggling with
dyslexia taught her to
survive 'like an animal'
in the real world... as
she smolders in shoot
Come fly with me!
LeAnn Rimes and Eddie
Cibrian jet out of Los
Angeles as she gets a
jump start of the holiday
season
Has a Christmas concert
Johnny Fratto, best
known as radio regular
on Howard Stern Show,
dies at age 61
The entrepreneur passed
away after a battle with
lung cancer
Before and after! Teen
Mom 2 star Jenelle
Evans shows off her
size TWO figure in a
skimpy bikini just 11
months after starting
her diet
Harrison Ford's
ex-wife Melissa
Mathison, who penned
the script for 1982's
blockbuster E.T. The
Extra Terrestrial, dies at
age 65
Married 1983 to 2004
Braless Katie Price
shamelessly flashes her
behind as she tries to
steal The Hunger
Games stars' limelight
on the red carpet
Former glamour model
'He's a very sweet
man': Leah Remini
supports John Travolta
and reveals she gave
'millions' of dollars to
Scientology
Tell all on the religion
Inside CMA Awards:
Miranda Lambert wins
as ex Blake Shelton
loses, Carrie
Underwood dresses as
Princess Leia and
Justin Timberlake rocks
out
The ring! Hannah

Davis, 25, shows off her
diamond engagement
rock from Derek Jeter,
41, while looking
sensational at CMAs in
Nashville

Back to Wonderland:
Johnny Depp and Anne
Hathaway return as Mad
Hatter and White Queen
in breathtaking first
trailer for Alice Through
the Looking Glass
Katy Perry's $135m
tops arch rival Taylor
Swift's $80m earnings
as Roar singer tops
Forbes list for highest
female music earner
Includes endorsements
James Corden quizzes
Jason Derulo over his
bedroom antics in a
hilarious Carpool
Karaoke skit for The
Late Late Show
An intimate interview
Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen proudly parades
a neat baby bump in
semi-sheer LBD as she
and John Legend enjoy
dinner date with
relatives
Monica Bellucci, 51,
looks every inch the
Bond girl as she shows
off her toned curves in a
pastel pink pencil dress
to promote Spectre in
New York
Cheryl FernandezVersini highlights her
tiny frame in optical
illusion gown as she
and Nicola Roberts
support Kimberley
Walsh at Elf: The
Musical
'They're both good
people': Ellie Goulding
admits she knew her
friends Taylor Swift and
Calvin Harris would be a
good match before she
set them up
Let me in! Angelina
Jolie and Robert De Niro
share a kiss on the red
carpet... before cheeky
Brad Pitt joins them at
the Wall Street Journal
Innovator Awards
Angelina Jolie Pitt
says she was unfazed
by Sony email calling
her a 'minimally talented
spoiled brat' and
instead was worried for
fellow mother Amy
Pascal
'Number one mama!'
Chloe Lattanzi is
overjoyed as her dance
track with mother Olivia
Newton-John has
reached top spot on
Billboard charts
Introducing Mrs Jolie
Pitt: Angelina confirms
new surname as it
appears on the posters
for her movie with
husband Brad, By The
Sea
'I was always the good

girl': Jennifer Lopez
wows in photoshoot as
she talks about her sexy
new image, divorce
from Marc and working
too hard

Charlotte McKinney
shows off her famous
curves in a plunging
little black dress as she
parties at the GQ Men
Of The Year Awards in
Mexico City
Jason Aldean's
'mistress'-turned-wife
Brittany Kerr steals the
spotlight in sexy and
skintight green dress at
CMA Awards
They married in March
That's not very nice!
Carrie Underwood leads
the parade of country
stars reading 'mean
tweets' for laughs on
Jimmy Kimmel Live
Called out her critics
Blake Shelton is
teased by CMAs hosts
as he attends awards
solo hours after Gwen
Stefani's rep confirms
duo are dating
No sign of Gwen Stefani
Hester is hurt! Lea
Michele dons eyepatch
to film Scream Queens
finale in New Orleans
alongside Jamie Lee
Curtis
She got into character
Seeing double! Cindy
Crawford, 49, and
daughter Kaia Gerber,
14, are a model pair at
Balmain + H&M launch
in Los Angeles
Kaia is just like her mom
'Yee haw!' Carrie
Underwood shows off
her fit figure in a flirty
playsuit while letting
loose on mechanical
bull after hosting 2015
CMAs
Carrie Underwood
shows off her enviable
figure in a plunging
gown, edgy mini then
stunning thigh high
leather leg warmers
while hosting CMAs
Lily Donaldson goes
braless in a
negligee-style silk dress
at WSJ bash... after
being confirmed for
Victoria's Secret show
Caught a chill in NYC
Working it! Kendall
Jenner heads to
Menchies Frozen Yogurt
to film reality show with
sister Kylie after posting
nip slip photo
Cameras were rolling
Flirty at 41! Jewel
sparkles in a sexy mini
dress with deep-cut
neckline as she attends
CMA Awards
Recently released album
Picking Up The Pieces
Date night! Justin
Timberlake takes wife
Jessica Biel to the

CMAs where they laugh
it up in the audience
The singer and actress
are new parents

Gwyneth Paltrow
displays her chest in a
plunging white jumpsuit
as she makes a stylish
appearance at gallery
launch
She was white hot in LA
Leggy Maggie
Gyllenhaal is
unrecognizable in a
curly blonde wig and
tiny bra as she films
scenes for prostitute
role in The Deuce
Crown Princess Mary
is glamorous in grey as
she pays a visit to the
courts in The
Netherlands
The Princess of Denmark
is a style icon
Katy Perry oozes sex
appeal in a sultry red
gown with daring
thigh-high split as she
changes into her THIRD
outfit at NYC benefit
concert
Hear her roar! Katy
Perry looks lovely in
pink as she puts on a
show for star-studded
crowd at NYC benefit
concert
Pretty in pink as she
wowed the audience
Sexy spaceships and
vibrant peacocks: The
outrageous costumes at
Miss International
beauty pageant... where
Miss Venezuela is
crowned the winner
Alexa Chung is set to
be crowned Style
Influencer of the Year
award as she can
catapult brands to
stardom with a single
Instagram post
Riley Keough puts on
a busty display at art
bash as Kiernan Shipka
and Lake Bell display
their style prowess on
the red carpet
At Guggenheim Gala
Make-up free Jennifer
Lopez, 46, shows off her
youthful complexion
during date night with
handsome beau Casper
Smart
Shades Of Blue star
'Blake can't score a
girl like that!' Luke
Bryan refuses to believe
pal Shelton is dating
Gwen Stefani when told
of romance news at
CMAs
Not a flattering remark
Halle Berry carries on
her independent streak
in silky blue dress at
benefit after split from
Olivier Martinez and
ditching wedding ring
She filed for divorce
Alessandra Ambrosio

shows off her natural
beauty as she goes
makeup free for lunch
date with her threeyear-old son Noah
Victoria's Secret model

All that glitters!
Amanda Seyfried wows
in a black and silver
sequin dress at K.I.D.S/
Fashion Delivers gala
Joined by fashion
designer Prabal Gurung
Make-up free Kaley
Cuoco wraps up in two
towels after working up
quite the sweat at her
yoga class
High intensity workout for
Big Bang star
Chris Hemsworth is
unrecognizable as he
sports a bushy beard
while stranded at sea in
trailer for Moby
Dick-inspired movie In
The Heart Of The Sea
Rumer Willis stuns in a
plunging gown as she
takes to the stage at a
gig... while proud dad
Bruce cheers her on in
the audience
Her mom is Demi Moore
They still got it! Garth
Brooks and Trisha
Yearwood turn their star
power loose in
complementary outfits
at the CMAs
Country music couple
Kylie Jenner and Tyga
take rapper's Rolls
Royce to the mall as
couple enjoy designer
shopping spree
An endless supply of
luxury vehicles?
Bill Cosby could face
2004 sexual assault
charges after newly
elected prosecutor
vows to 'fight for
victims' - but time is
running out

Today's headlines
Most Read
Ben Carson admits he made up story
about getting a scholarship to West Point
– and repeated it THREE TIMES...
Woman spends 14 hours in jail after being
arrested for taking photos of her neighbor's
dog wearing a diaper...
Mexican restaurant hands out 'rule cards'
to parents telling them to make sure their
children behave if...
'He was going to kill me': Horrifying details
emerge from night NFL star Greg Hardy
'violently attacked his...
Obama administration rejects Keystone
XL today - after SEVEN years of dithering
- over concerns the oil...
'Snow' is drugs and 'salad' equals sex: Do
you have any idea what the words in your
teenagers's texts mean?
Disturbing video showing the moment
police officer shot unarmed man dead
released one day after she was...
Wal-Mart fortune shake up! Court filings
reveal Walton widow believed to be worth
$32billion is only worth...
'I'm dying and they ask me to fill out
forms': Trevor Noah mocks the American
medical system as he returns...
Louisiana State Police investigating after

autistic boy, six, was shot dead by cops who
opened fire on his...
Largest police union in the country
threatens 'surprise' for Quentin Tarantino
ahead of The Hateful Eight's...
EXCLUSIVE: Even more of Ben Carson's
childhood friends dispute his claims of
'violent' past and tough school...
Hillary signed State Department contract
saying it was HER job to know if
documents were classified top...
Shock as GOP candidates excluded from
next week's debate weren't listed as an
option in one of the four...
A disgrace. Just terrible: Trump turns on
the Latino immigrant group that made
kids use the f-bomb against...
'I'd call him First Dude!': Hillary Clinton tells
Jimmy Kimmel what she'd call Bill if she
made president -...
Trump tries on Sia's wig for new Saturday
Night Live promo on eve of his guest host
appearance
It's official: Secret Service now guarding
Trump, Carson around the clock - at taxpayer
expense
'Vote for Trump!' Neo-Nazi child
molester's message to the jury before he
was jailed for 50 years
'This is a bunch of lies': Ben Carson rips into
CNN for 'pathetic' reporting on his childhood and suggests...
Chris Christie and Mike Huckabee get
DEMOTED to Fox Business undercard
debate - while Lindsey Graham and...
'This groom had to lean out just to see his
bride approaching': Photographer posts epic
rant begging couples...
Putin's special forces 'foil ISIS terror
attack' planned for south Russia after
woman led police to the...
Homeland Security increases security for
flights into the US amid fears Russian jet was
downed by ISIS bomb
Russian crash jet victims suffered such
terrible injuries that some are 'impossible
to recognise as human...
'Sound of explosion' can be heard on black
box of doomed Russian jet: French media
interview with anonymous...
Putin finally suspends all Russian flights
to Egypt despite clash with Cameron in
tense 10-minute phone call...
Rocket 'attack' on UK tour jet: Pilot with 189
passengers dodged missile above Sharm El
Sheikh
'We feel like we have so much more now':
Family-of-five on how they found
happiness by downsizing from a...
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